
In the beginning…
Michael Broome quips, “I was a poor student because I suffered from ADD-HD
(Attention Deficit Disorder in High Definition).  Eventually, I learned to turn my
daydreams into worthwhile dreams.” Michael Broome earned a BA from
Appalachian State University.  Through independent study, he designed his major
in leadership and public speaking and was twice elected student government
president. Upon graduation, he started several entrepreneurial endeavors (one
was selling cookware door-to-door) and began addressing any crowd composed of
two or more. Since 1979 he has addressed over 3,000 audiences throughout the
world.
Michael chose the speaking profession because of his passion to inspire people to
maximize their potential, be servant/leaders, achieve a life balance …and he
loves the applause. His commitment to training is demonstrated by the Broyhill
Leadership Conferences of which he is founder and president.  Over 29,000
participants from throughout North America have attended these weeklong
conferences where they are taught the principles of achievement.  For many, it is
truly a life-changing experience.
Speaking of Michael…
He has addressed events as diverse as The Million Dollar Round Table, a
Congressional Dinner, and an Annual Goat-Dipping. His vast speaking experience
enables him to appeal to virtually any type of audience. Michael says his
presentations are like baths – the effect may not last forever but everybody needs
one.
Forty percent of Michael’s audiences are from the ranks of management; forty
percent are sales professionals; and the remainder runs the gamut from prison
felons to the Girl Scouts.  Having shared the podium with noted speakers and
celebrities, he has only been upstaged ...

Testimonials

Michael Broome

“It’s rare these days to find truth in advertisement, but you delivered exactly
what you promised! The feedback I received indicates that your presentation was
not only humorous and entertaining, it also sent the audience home feeling a
little better about the world we live in.”

- Honeywell.

“Our people were amazed at the way you were able to incorporate our values
into your presentation. ‘Fantastic, awesome, wonderful, incredible and
motivational’ are a few of the adjectives that we have heard describe your
presentation.”

- American Century Investments.
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